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Abstract
Transcriptions of spontaneous human conver-001
sations present a significant obstacle for tra-002
ditional NER models trained on prescriptive003
written language. The lack of grammatical004
structure of spoken utterances, combined with005
word errors introduced by the ASR, makes006
downstream NLP tasks challenging. In this007
paper, we examine the impact of ASR errors008
on the ability of NER models to recover en-009
tity mentions from transcripts of spontaneous010
human conversations in English. We exper-011
imentally compare several commercial ASR012
systems paired with state-of-the-art NER mod-013
els. We use both publicly available benchmark014
datasets (Switchboard Named Entity Corpus,015
SWNE), as well as the proprietary, real-life016
dataset of gold (human-transcribed) phone017
conversation transcripts. To measure the per-018
formance of NER models on ASR transcripts,019
we introduce a new method of token align-020
ment between transcripts. Our findings un-021
equivocally show that NER models trained on022
the written language struggle when process-023
ing transcripts of spontaneous human conver-024
sations. The presence of ASR errors only ex-025
acerbates the problem.026

1 Introduction027

The term ASR-NLP gap refers to the significant028

deterioration of the performance of NLP models029

when applied to the raw outputs of the Automatic030

Speech Recognition (ASR) system. Despite un-031

precedented advances in modern language models,032

the transcript of a spontaneous human-human con-033

versation remains an insurmountable challenge for034

most models. This is particularly true for Named035

Entity Recognition (NER) models, which struggle036

to retrieve even the most basic entity mentions from037

spontaneous speech.038

Two primary factors contribute to the existence039

of the ASR-NLP gap. The structure of sponta-040

neous human conversations is diametrically differ-041

ent from the prescriptive written language used to042

train large language models. These models can 043

use the grammatical structure present in the train- 044

ing corpora, such as part-of-speech sequences, de- 045

pendency trees, dialog acts. On the other hand, 046

spontaneous conversations miss sentence structure, 047

contain repetitions, back-channeling, phatic expres- 048

sions, and other artifacts of turn-taking. Original 049

ASR output contains neither punctuation nor sen- 050

tence segmentation. These have to be restored by 051

a dedicated model. Thus, NLP models trained on 052

written text or scripted conversations already have 053

to process the out-of-domain input. To further ex- 054

acerbate the problem, ASR systems introduce in- 055

herent errors to the transcript. Errors can come as 056

insertions, deletions, or substitutions, making them 057

more confusing for downstream NLP models. 058

To better understand how complex these prob- 059

lems are, let us review some examples of how spon- 060

taneous speech combined with ASR errors can con- 061

fuse the NER model. In all following examples, 062

we will be using the NER model included in the 063

spaCy library (Honnibal and Montani, 2017). The 064

model was trained on OntoNotes v5, Wordnet 3.0, 065

and ClearNLP Constituent-to-Dependency Conver- 066

sion (Choi et al., 2016). We assume that an external 067

model has correctly restored the casing of the ASR 068

output. Otherwise, the task of the NER model be- 069

comes even more challenging. 070

Consider the following sentence: "I am 071

to see Dr Smith PERSON at 9 am TIME on 072

Monday, May 14th DATE". The NER model 073

correctly recognizes three entity spans in the 074

sentence. Compare this to the NER spans 075

recognized in the sentence which is far more 076

likely to be produced by the ASR: "I am to see 077

doctor Smith PERSON at nine I am on monday DATE 078

uhm ORG yeah monday DATE may for teen". Two 079

entity spans have been cut short, an incorrect 080

label has replaced one span’s label, and the model 081

recognized a filler uhm as the entity ORG! Let us 082
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allow for a few more ASR errors, and the model083

does not recognize a single entity in the output of084

the ASR: "I am to see doctor uhm doctor smith at085

nine I am on man day may forteen".086

The main problem is the fact that ASR errors087

are very "unnatural" from the point of view of the088

NER model, because they tend to break the gram-089

mar of the sentence, on which the NER model de-090

pends. One of the most consequential errors made091

by the ASR is the confusion of the part-of-speech092

tag. Let us consider possible ASR errors in the sen-093

tence "My second ORDINAL visit is Wednesday DATE094

at half past one TIME". Changing the personal pro-095

noun "My" to a noun "May" forces the NER model096

to recognize a DATE span, which is reasonable. But097

if the ASR changes the preposition "at" into a verb098

"add", the NER model looses the ability to recog-099

nize the utterance "half past one" as TIME because100

of the lack of the preceding preposition. Similarly,101

changing "half past one" to " one thirty TIME" re-102

trieves the TIME span, but an ASR error confus-103

ing the numeral one with the conjunction when104

produces " Wednesday DATE at when thirty DATE".105

If, however, the same word is mistakenly rec-106

ognized as the verb want, the NER model pro-107

duces " Wednesday DATE at want thirty CARDINAL"108

(not to mention that an unlikely transcription of one109

as wand produces " Wednesday DATE at wand GPE110

thirty").111

Unfortunately, the problems mentioned above112

cannot be easily solved. Word error rates (WER)113

of ASR systems remain high for spontaneous hu-114

man conversations. Recently announced results115

claiming WERs at the level of 5% apply to con-116

versations with digital assistants, where spoken117

utterances are imperative phrases with limited vo-118

cabulary. These results are not representative of119

spontaneous human open dialogues, which lack120

the rigid grammatical phrase structure and con-121

tain fillers, back-channeling, repetitions, hesitation122

markers, and other elements which are a part of123

spontaneous speech.124

One possible solution might be to train or fine-125

tune NER models on transcripts of spontaneous126

conversations. The main obstacle is the lack of127

sufficient training datasets. Obtaining gold tran-128

scripts (i.e., transcripts manually tagged by human129

annotators) is prohibitively expensive. Addition-130

ally, annotated entity spans are not likely to gen-131

eralize across application domains. NER models132

need to generalize patterns that appear in the vicin-133

ity of entity spans. In other words, a NER model 134

needs to focus on the systematic regularities around 135

entity spans. However, these spans contain many 136

personal properties of individual speakers, their 137

mannerisms, sociolinguistic artifacts, and regional 138

dialect characteristics. It is highly unlikely that one 139

can compile a training dataset representative of the 140

majority of speakers in a given domain. 141

This paper investigates the true size of the ASR- 142

NLP gap, which concerns the downstream task of 143

recognizing named entities. Using a combination 144

of benchmark and internal datasets, we show how 145

state-of-the-art language models fail to discover 146

entity spans for primary classes of named entities 147

in transcripts of spontaneous human conversations. 148

Our second contribution is the introduction of a new 149

method of joint evaluation of ASR and NER mod- 150

els. We observe that traditional NLP metrics are 151

not suited for measuring the performance of models 152

on ASR transcripts. Inspired by DARPA’s Message 153

Understanding Conferences, we developed a new 154

metric that is much more robust in measuring the 155

performance of the NER model under transcript 156

alignment. 157

2 Related Work 158

Word Error Rate (WER) remains the primary met- 159

ric used to evaluate ASR systems. Over the years, 160

many alternatives and amendments have been pro- 161

posed. Nanjo and Kawahara (2005) introduced 162

the idea of weighting word errors by the impor- 163

tance of words in the corpus. The authors de- 164

velop several error weighting schemes, resulting 165

in new metric definitions of Weighted Word Er- 166

ror Rate (WWER), Keyword Error Rate (KER), 167

and Weighted Keyword Error Rate (WKER). To 168

calculate WWER, classical TF-IDF weights are 169

applied to words prior to counting insertions, dele- 170

tions, and substitutions. In the KER scheme, only 171

words considered to be keywords contribute to the 172

error rate. These two schemes are combined to 173

produce WKER, where only keywords are consid- 174

ered, but the weights of keywords vary. A practical 175

example of keyword-based error rate estimation 176

is presented in Cohn et al. (2019). Using a NER 177

annotation scheme, the authors annotated a subset 178

of Fisher and Switchboard datasets with Personal 179

Health Identifier (PHI) annotation spans. The re- 180

sulting metric evaluated transcription quality only 181

within PHI spans, effectively turning all tokens 182

within PHI spans into keywords. A very similar 183
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proposal comes from Del Rio et al. (2021) where184

WER is calculated only within entity spans, but185

these spans are not limited to a single entity type.186

However, another measure reported in the literature187

is the Slot Error Rate (SER) (Makhoul et al., 1999)188

defined as the ratio of the number of all slot errors189

(substitutions, deletions, and insertions) divided by190

the total number of slots.191

In our opinion, the NLP research community has192

an overly optimistic view of the WERs introduced193

by ASR systems. Recent experiments show that194

WERs in transcripts of spontaneous human speech195

is much higher than expected. For instance, Szy-196

mański et al. (2020) showed that a transcript of a197

standard GSM phone call conversation is subject198

to a 16%-20% error rate. Del Rio et al. (2021)199

confirm this result and report how WERs differ be-200

tween different types of entity spans. Spans related201

to date, time, and ordinal numbers were observed202

to have a lower WER than entities related to proper203

names. Facility names, organizations, and personal204

names demonstrate a very high WER of 30%-50%.205

McNamara and Kokotov (2021) also released a li-206

brary for using Finite State Transducers (FSTs) to207

account for different representations of the same208

entity (2020 vs. twenty twenty) among ASRs.209

These findings are in stark contrast to initial re-210

ports. For instance, Surdeanu et al. (2005) reported211

named entity recognition in Switchboard corpus212

to be within 5% from a system evaluated on clean213

textual data. Similarly, Béchet et al. (2002) claims214

to have achieved approximately 0.90 F-score for215

recognizing phone numbers and 0.70 F-score for216

recognizing money mentions in the transcripts from217

the AT&T How may I help you? system under218

27.4% WER ratio. Favre et al. (2005) apply NER219

models to French corpora and achieve 0.74 F-220

measure for a relatively broad set of named entities.221

Precision, recall, and F-scores are standard met-222

rics for reporting NER model performance in NLP.223

However, these metrics can produce unreliable224

scores where entity spans are marked on sponta-225

neous human conversation transcripts due to the226

presence of conversational artifacts (repetitions227

mentioned above, backchanneling, phatic expres-228

sions). To account for the presence of these arti-229

facts, Message Understanding Conference (MUC)230

(Grishman and Sundheim (1996); Nadeau and231

Sekine (2007)) introduced metrics that allow for232

partial matching of an entity span. MUC defines six233

categories of partial matching based on the degree234

of span overlap, the type of the matched entity, and 235

the strictness of expectations, as outlined by Batista 236

(2020). The MUC scheme influences our method 237

of measuring the performance of NER models on 238

ASR transcripts. 239

To the best of our knowledge, Hatmi et al. (2013) 240

were the first to attempt to incorporate named entity 241

recognition into the automatic speech transcription 242

process. The authors tagged the ASR dictionary 243

with named entity tags (since ASR cannot produce 244

any words not present in its dictionary). This initial 245

approach has been superseded by methods aim- 246

ing at training end-to-end joint models for ASR 247

and NER, as proposed by Ghannay et al. (2018), 248

Serdyuk et al. (2018), and Stiefel and Vu (2017). 249

The authors train ASR systems to predict both tran- 250

scription tokens and their part-of-speech or named 251

entity tags in these works. 252

3 Experiment 253

3.1 Datasets 254

Ruder (2021) remarks that the state-of-the-art mod- 255

els for Named Entity Recognition are most often 256

evaluated on two datasets: 257

• the CoNLL-2003/CoNLL++ shared task 258

(Sang and De Meulder, 2003) with annota- 259

tions of persons, locations, organizations, and 260

misc entity types in news stories, and 261

• the LDC-released OntoNotes v5 (Weischedel 262

et al., 2013) with 18 entity types annotated in 263

news, broadcast/telephone conversations, and 264

Web contents. 265

Apart from benchmark datasets, we have used a 266

proprietary dataset of 66 real-world call center con- 267

versations. These are multi-domain English calls 268

recorded in standard telephony quality amounting 269

to over 2 hours of spontaneous dialogues. The 270

dataset has been manually transcribed and anno- 271

tated with named entities, including date and time 272

spans, mentions of persons, organizations (includ- 273

ing brand names and facility names), locations (ad- 274

dresses, geopolitical entities), money, and percent- 275

ages. All entity types have been mapped to CoNLL- 276

03 and OntoNotes v5 annotation schemes. Table 1 277

presents the number of entity instances per entity 278

type in the merged training set. 279

3.2 Entity span alignment 280

We measure the loss of entity spans recognized in 281

the ASR transcript as compared to the entity spans 282
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entity type CoNLL-03 OntoNotes v5

outside of entity 63846 62250
ORGANIZATION 388 388
LOCATION 250 250
PERSON 240 240
MONEY 705
PERCENT 214
TIME 677

Table 1: Counts for every entity type annotation in the
training set

recognized in the gold transcript. Thus, we have283

to perform entity span alignment between ASR284

and gold transcripts as they differ in the number of285

tokens. Alignment is performed after diarisation286

for each channel separately. We begin by running287

a NER model on the gold transcript and tagging288

each word in the transcript using the IOB scheme289

(B – beginning of an entity span, I – inside an290

entity span, O – outside of an entity span). Next,291

we collapse all entity spans to only the beginning292

word. As a result, each channel is represented293

by a sequence of B and O tags. We repeat the294

same procedure for the ASR transcript and then we295

align both transcripts. The alignment is computed296

using the kaldialign library (Żelasko and Guo,297

2021).298

Consider the following sentence appearing in299

the gold transcript: "I have called Cleveland Clinic300

Hospital three days ago". There are five possible301

cases for entity span alignment with the output of302

the ASR.303

3.2.1 Full alignment304

Tokens in both sequences are aligned, entity spans305

have been correctly recognized in the ASR tran-306

script, even if some minor ASR errors have been307

inserted into the transcript. This scenario is de-308

picted in Table 2.309

3.2.2 Inserted or removed tag310

Due to a WER in the ASR transcript, a tag was311

either inserted or removed. Table 3 presents an312

extreme case of such a scenario.313

3.2.3 Missing tag314

An ASR error may have caused the entity span to315

shrink. In such a case, the gold transcript has a316

B-tag, and the ASR transcript has an O-tag. As a317

result, an entity span has been lost in the ASR tran-318

gold token NER ASR token NER
I O I O

have O ε
called O called O

Cleveland B-ORG Cleveland B-ORG
Clinic I-ORG Clinic I-ORG

Hospital I-ORG Hospital I-ORG
three B-DATE tree B-DATE
days I-DATE days I-DATE
ago I-DATE ago I-DATE

Table 2: Full alignment, entity spans are recognized
correctly despite the fact that ASR has changed "three"
to "tree" and did not recognize the word "have".

gold token NER ASR token NER
I O I O

have O called O
ε Cleveland B-GPE

called O hmm O
Cleveland B-ORG Clinic B-ORG

Clinic I-ORG Hospital I-ORG
Hospital I-ORG ε

three B-DATE three B-DATE
days I-DATE days I-DATE
ago I-DATE ago I-DATE

Table 3: Inserted tag: ASR includes a backchannel
"hmm" which confuses the NER model and divides
original ORG entity span into GPE and ORG spans.

script. An example of such a scenario is presented 319

in Table 4. 320

3.2.4 Spurious tag 321

An ASR error may have introduced a word that 322

the NER model recognizes as an instance of an 323

entity, when in fact, there is no entity span in that 324

part of the transcript. In other words, the gold 325

transcript has an O-tag, and the ASR transcript 326

has a B-tag, which means that an entity span has 327

been hypothesized in the ASR transcript. This is 328

illustrated in Table 5. 329

3.2.5 Incorrect tag 330

However, another possibility is that an ASR error 331

forces the NER model to recognize another type of 332

entity in a given span. This situation occurs when 333

both transcripts have a B-tag, but entity labels are 334

different. Table 6 illustrates this scenario. 335

Using the MUC scheme, we can characterize 336

the last three scenarios as missing, spurious, and 337

incorrect, respectively. Depending on the domain 338
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gold token NER ASR token NER
I O I O

have O ε
called O called O

Cleveland B-ORG clean O
Clinic I-ORG land O

Hospital I-ORG cleaning O
ε hospital O

three B-DATE three B-DATE
days I-DATE days I-DATE
ago I-DATE ago I-DATE

Table 4: Missing tag: ASR incorrectly transcribes
"Cleveland Clinic" as "clean land cleaning", as the re-
sult the entire ORG entity span is removed.

Gold token NER ASR token NER
I O I O

have O Eve B-PERSON
called O called O

Cleveland B-ORG Cleveland B-ORG
Clinic I-ORG Clinic I-ORG

Hospital I-ORG Hospital I-ORG
three B-DATE three B-DATE
days I-DATE days I-DATE
ago I-DATE ago I-DATE

Table 5: Spurious tag: ASR has hypothesized an entity
PERSON by changing "have" to "Eve".

of applications, some types of misalignment may339

be more expensive and consequential than others.340

When presenting experimental results, we will re-341

frain from normalizing the errors and present raw342

counts of observed errors for each entity type.343

4 Results344

One might argue that the most important variable345

influencing the performance of downstream NLP346

tasks on a transcript is the choice of a particular347

ASR system. However, we do not find this to be the348

case. The ASR-NLP gap is equally pronounced for349

all major commercial ASR systems. In our experi-350

ments, we have evaluated five state-of-the-art ASR351

systems, choosing a telephony model whenever352

possible. Unfortunately, commercial ASR licenses353

prohibit the public evaluation of these systems on354

non-public datasets, and we cannot disclose the355

names of evaluated products. This section reports356

results obtained for the ASR system with the low-357

est WER on the training set. Standard ASR output358

is lower-cased without punctuation, and the ASR359

Gold token NER ASR token NER
I O I O

have O have O
called O called O

Cleveland B-ORG Steve B-PERSON
Clinic I-ORG Lannic I-PERSON

Hospital I-ORG Hospital I-PERSON
three B-DATE three B-DATE
days I-DATE days I-DATE
ago I-DATE ago I-DATE

Table 6: Incorrect tag: ASR has changed an entity ORG
into PERSON by erroneously transcribing "Cleveland
Clinic" to "Steve Lannic".

performs the output segmentation into tokens. In a 360

real-world scenario, one would first apply a punc- 361

tuation model to restore commas, periods, question 362

marks, and exclamation marks. Then, one would 363

apply a true-casing model to restore text casing. 364

We focus on the ASR-NLP gap in this work, so we 365

do not use auxiliary models but apply NER models 366

directly to the raw ASR output. 367

4.1 Performance on SWNE 368

Recently the NLP team at Emory University re- 369

leased the subset of the well-known Switchboard 370

Dialog Acts data annotated with entity spans. This 371

subset is called SWNE. As the data set is annotated 372

with the OntoNotes v5 entity labeling scheme, we 373

evaluate two NER models trained on OntoNotes v5 374

(spaCy1 and Flair2), and compare their perfor- 375

mance with the Ontonotes v5 performance base- 376

line. 377

The results presented in Table 7 show a general 378

decline in macro-averaged F-scores by 36-44 per- 379

centage points against the baseline OntoNotes v5 380

on Switchboard transcripts which retain punctu- 381

ation. Running the model on standard ASR out- 382

put of lowercase text without punctuation costs an 383

additional 10 to 15 percentage points, lowering 384

the F-scores from an impressive 0.8-0.9 range to 385

a poorly performing 0.3-0.5 range. The average 386

loss would be even higher were it not for the lan- 387

guage label, which denotes any named language. 388

Number-related entities (cardinals, money, quanti- 389

ties) suffered a performance drop of 20-30 percent- 390

age points. Location-related entities were subject 391

to 20-40 percentage point performance degradation, 392

1en_core_web_lg
2flair-ontonotes-large
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and proper names (people, products, and organiza-393

tions) suffered a 25-45 percentage point drop on394

readable transcripts. We should stress that these395

results are obtained for transcripts with restored396

punctuation and casing. The drop of F-scores for397

lower-cased transcripts reached 60-70 percentage398

points, rendering the results of the NER model399

completely useless in practical applications.400

We are also observing a significant degradation401

of the date-related entity recognition. This degra-402

dation is consistent for both correctly-cased and403

lower-cased transcripts. Date and time-related en-404

tity spans are notoriously hard to recognize due to405

multiple ways to represent dates in spontaneous406

speech. Dates can be defined as relative ("in three407

days") or absolute ("on Monday, May second").408

There are often hesitation markers and repetitions409

in the speech around dates. Many speakers confuse410

prepositions producing grammatically dubious ut-411

terances.412

Switchboard is among the most popular re-413

sources used to train ASR models. It is safe to414

assume that major commercial ASRs used in our415

experiments have been trained on the entire data416

set, including the subset annotated with entity spans417

as the SWNE. Evaluating NER models on Switch-418

board would lead to an overly optimistic estimation419

of performance. This assumption is partially vali-420

dated because we are observing much lower WERs421

on Switchboard compared to our internal bench-422

mark data set. For this reason, we evaluate the size423

of the ASR-NLP gap using our internal benchmark424

data set by comparing entity recognition on gold425

transcripts and ASR output.426

4.2 Performance on real-world conversations:427

gold transcripts428

In the first experiment, we evaluate five state-of-429

the-art NER models (Wolf et al., 2020; Devlin430

et al., 2018) on gold transcripts. The models are431

evaluated using the F-score as calculated by the432

seqeval library by Nakayama (2018). As we433

can see in Table 8, NLP models trained on the cor-434

rectly cased written text fail spectacularly in the435

NER task. The difference between the performance436

of cased vs. uncased models is striking. Both for437

CoNLL-03 and OntoNotes v5, the models trained438

on the cased data severely underperform. We also439

note that all models perform significantly worse440

than the F-score range of (0.8 − 0.9), often re-441

ported as the expected performance level of NER442

models. 443

All models tend to perform better for LOC and 444

PER entity types, but struggle to recover ORG enti- 445

ties. We hypothesize that LOC and PER entity types 446

are easier to recognize because they are based on 447

proper nouns. The same argument does not apply 448

to ORG entities because the training set contains 449

several rare organizations which pose a challenge 450

to language models. The recognition of MONEY, 451

PERCENT, and TIME entities is relatively poor 452

due to the diversity of number transcriptions. Some 453

numbers may be transcribed using digits ("I called 454

at 4 p.m."). In contrast, other numbers may be 455

spelled out ("My order number is one zero twelve 456

five"), and important entity indicators may be ab- 457

sent from spontaneous speech ("Let’s meet, how 458

about four?"). 459

4.3 Performance on real-world conversations: 460

ASR transcripts 461

To perform named entity recognition in ASR tran- 462

scripts, we choose the ASR with the lowest WER 463

on the training data, and we feed the output of the 464

ASR to the Flair large model (Schweter and Akbik, 465

2020) trained on OntoNotes v5. The results are 466

presented in Table 9. We see a dramatic drop in 467

performance. Only 50% of LOC entities and 38% 468

of PERSON entities are correctly matched. For 469

ORG entities, the model could correctly match only 470

15% of spans from the gold transcript. Recogni- 471

tion of MONEY, TIME, and PERCENT is slightly 472

better, but remains unsatisfactory. We can see that 473

the ASR errors, which are more pronounced inside 474

entity spans, significantly degrade the performance 475

of the NER model. An important insight can be 476

gained from analyzing the number of hypothesized 477

entities. As we can see, non-existent entity spans 478

are hypothesized mostly for PERSON and TIME 479

entities. We attribute this behavior of NER models 480

to the fact that they are poorly equipped to handle 481

confused word sequences – an atypical bigram can 482

be easily confused with the haphazard nature of 483

person mentions. Consider an ASR error when the 484

utterance "how may I help you?" is erroneously 485

transcribed as "how maya help you?", from the 486

point of view of the NER model, the term "maya" 487

is a good candidate for a PERSON entity span. In- 488

terestingly, for each entity type, more entity spans 489

are hypothesized than lost. It may suggest that 490

NER models trained on the prescriptive written 491

language are too eager to recognize entity spans. 492
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S-punct S-no-punct S-onto F-punct F-no-punct F-onto

CARD 0.57 0.55 0.84 0.63 0.64 0.86
DATE 0.36 0.34 0.87 0.33 0.30 0.88
EVENT 0.21 0.05 0.41 0.38 0.22 0.71
FAC 0.17 0.05 0.36 0.40 0.24 0.79
GPE 0.83 0.82 0.91 0.86 0.80 0.97
LANG 0.90 0.79 0.63 0.97 0.87 0.74
LAW 0.36 0.00 0.38 0.27 0.22 0.62
LOC 0.37 0.35 0.64 0.48 0.36 0.78
MONEY 0.63 0.63 0.90 0.62 0.61 0.91
NORP 0.83 0.83 0.90 0.88 0.81 0.96
ORG 0.45 0.34 0.82 0.54 0.19 0.91
PERSON 0.66 0.64 0.91 0.72 0.64 0.96
PROD 0.36 0.20 0.38 0.35 0.15 0.81
QUAN 0.47 0.45 0.67 0.53 0.53 0.81
TIME 0.44 0.38 0.71 0.40 0.37 0.67
WOA 0.10 0.03 0.36 0.41 0.15 0.71
F1[macro] 0.41 0.34 0.85 0.46 0.37 0.82

Table 7: F-scores of spaCy (S) and Flair (F) models on Switchboard NER annotated gold transcripts with punctua-
tion (punct), without punctuation (no-punct), and on the non-conversational OntoNotes v5 baseline (onto).

model LOC ORG PER MONEY PERCENT TIME F-score

DistillBERT, cased, CoNLL-03 0.22 0.00 0.14 0.12
DistillBERT, uncased, CoNLL-03 0.67 0.27 0.74 0.56
BERT, cased, CoNLL-03 0.15 0.02 0.09 0.09
BERT, cased, CoNLL-03 0.25 0.02 0.26 0.17
BERT, uncased, CoNLL-03 0.68 0.32 0.83 0.61
Flair, CoNLL-03 0.71 0.37 0.59 0.56

Flair, OntoNotes v5 0.70 0.30 0.81 0.60 0.54 0.32 0.55
spaCy, OntoNotes v5 0.40 0.05 0.07 0.55 0.58 0.38 0.34

Table 8: F-scores of NER models on gold transcripts of spontaneous conversations.

5 Conclusions493

In this paper, we investigate the implications of the494

ASR-NLP gap using as an example the problem495

of recognizing named entities in ASR transcripts.496

We find the performance of NER models to sig-497

nificantly deteriorate not only on ASR transcripts498

but also on gold transcripts. The characteristics499

of NER errors are consistent with the WER distri-500

bution across entity spans, as reported by Del Rio501

et al. (2021). In our opinion, this fact strengthens502

the claim that the research community should give503

the ASR-NLP gap more attention.504

Our experiments show that cased language mod-505

els trained on the prescriptive written language are506

not suited to transcripts of spontaneous human con-507

versations. We attribute this to the unique character- 508

istics of spontaneous speech and the artifacts of the 509

psychology of conversation. Additionally, the pres- 510

ence of back-channeling, phatic expressions, repe- 511

titions, interjections, and the lack of sentence struc- 512

ture confounds NLP models and impacts prediction 513

quality. Even the most performant language model 514

cannot recover almost 50% of all entity spans an- 515

notated in the gold transcript when applied to the 516

ASR transcript. To answer the question posed in 517

the title of the paper: are we NER yet? No, we are 518

not. Despite significant progress in NLP, sponta- 519

neous speech still poses a considerable challenge 520

to ASR systems and downstream NLP models. 521
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O LOC ORG PERSON MONEY PERCENTAGE TIME

total 30340 68 140 144 128 40 175

matched 27485 34 25 89 81 25 81
deleted 2587 18 100 46 44 14 77
substituted 0† 4 3 1 0 0 2
lost 268‡ 12 12 8 3 1 15

inserted 92 3 8 3 9 1 20
hypothesized 0 16 19 69 19 1 144

Table 9: NER model performance on ASR transcripts. Counts relate to words with either O or B tags. † indicates
that O cannot be substituted - only lost, substitutions happen between two entity labels. ‡ indicates that the number
of lost O tags is the sum of all labels hypothesized by the NER model on the ASR output - these are reported in
label breakdown in the hypothesized row. Note that the difference in counts from Table 1 comes from the fact that
here we only count the B- parts of each sequence.
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